9TH ANNUAL VOSCARS AWARDS CEREMONY
April 17th, 2019, Ottawa City Hall
The VOscars is a highlight of the year for Ottawa’s volunteers and non-profits. The event celebrates
Ottawa’s vibrant volunteer community and gives special recognition to those individuals, organizations
and businesses that have made a meaningful difference in people’s lives.

By sponsoring this event you will be both supporting the cause of volunteerism and
contributing to the causes of hundreds of non-profits and charities in the Ottawa region who
rely on volunteers to achieve their missions – whether it is helping children in need, the
disadvantaged, the homeless, people with disabilities or any number of causes that are
represented in the city.

Sponsorship Opportunities and Benefits

Sponsorship Opportunities and Benefits
DIAMOND SPONSOR - $2,000
Opportunity to deliver remarks at Event (5 minutes)
Presentation of Award of choice (excluding Lifetime Achievement Award)
Recognition from VOscars host
Provide corporate information or promotional item for 200+ guests
Standing banner prominently displayed on stage
Opportunity to provide message in VOscars Program
Logo as Diamond Sponsor on all slides in slide show
Four (4) complimentary tickets to Event
Recognition, logo and link to sponsor website on VO website
Most prominent logo placement on all event marketing material
Recogniton and feature article in VO monthly newsletter
Recognition in VO Annual Report
Social media “shout outs” (2X weekly)

EMERALD SPONSOR - $1,000
Presentation of Award (VO selection)
Recognition from VOscars host
Standing banner prominently displayed on stage
Recognition and logo in VOscars Program
Logo as Emerald Sponsor on all slides in slide show
Two (2) complimentary tickets to Event
Recognition, logo and link to sponsor website on VO website
Prominent logo placement on all event marketing material
Recognition in VO Annual Report
Social media "shout outs" (1X weekly)

RUBY SPONSOR- $500
Recognition from VOscars Host
Standing banner prominently displayed on event floor
Recognition and logo in VOscars Program
Logo as Ruby Sponsor on all slides in slide show
One (1) complimentary ticket to Event
Recognition, logo and link to sponsor website on VO website
Logo on all event marketing material
Recognition in VO Annual Report
Social media “shout outs” (1X bi-weekly)
For more information on sponsorship packages contact Suzanne Seebach
at sseebach@volunteerottawa.ca

This year’s Lifetime Achievement Award recipient is Dennis Jackson dedicated volunteer and community builder.
Award categories include: Mayor’s Award for Volunteer Spirit; Outstanding Youth Volunteer Award;
Outstanding Senior Volunteer Award; Leadership in Corporate Volunteerism , Outstanding
Volunteer Program and Leadership in Volunteer Diversity
Visit volunteerottawa.ca for more information on VOscars awards criteria and details

